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About This Game

The land is Cursed. Dark horrors have conquered the kingdom of men. Countless brave adventurers have attempted to cleanse
this evil. None have returned...

A nobleman enters the inn seeking adventurers to join him on his holy quest. Once again a small fellowship departs on it's quest
to vanquish the evil that torments the land. Now the fate of the kingdom rests upon the shoulders of one brave party. A heavy

burden weighs upon their souls, for now they have to face the Unforgiving Trials.

STORY

Every 20 years Corruption spreads across the lands inflicting terror and fear in the hearts of villagers. No one knows the reason
for this calamity except the old King who perished when the hordes swarmed the Capital city. Many tried to reach the king in
attempt to gain any knowledge or insight to fight the curse. Yet it all proved futile as no one ever returned to tell the tale. The

story begins in a bustling inn along the road that leads east towards the Capital. A mysterious young lord ventures forth only with
his most trusted guardian and a pouch full of coins. It is up to him to recruit a party of the very best adventurers: knights,

wizards, thieves and oddballs. Recruit whoever it takes to reach the old King and reclaim the lands of man. While your quest
seems straightforward it is certainly not an easy task as vile beasts and threatening monstrosities lurk the realm, ready to strike

you down at the first sign of weakness.
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GAMEPLAY

Embark on an epic adventure to save the lands. Form a party by selecting 4 different adventurers from a pool of over 12 unique
classes. Battle your way through the cursed lands scaling the highest mountains and exploring the darkest dungeons. Face more

than 30 unique challenging bosses in order to reach the capital of the kingdom. Trade and interact with other travelers, influence
their fate and discover many secrets on your dark adventure.

FEATURES

Fast paced Active Turn Battles

More than 12 characters with their unique classes

Customizable leveling system offering different builds and playstyles

Over 200 spells and abilities to master

30+ overpowered bosses

Animal companions

Explorable populated villages with traders and other adventurers

Extremely challenging and strategic encounters

Upcoming content updates with new characters, skills and more

AMATERASU SOFTWARE

We are a team of four video game enthusiasts with a childhood dream of making our own video games witch laid dormant till
now. Every member of our team is a fan of old school JRPG genre. It's our dream to revitalize its turn based battle system witch
is shunned more and more every year in favor of more action oriented combat. For this reason we decided that our first project

will be battle oriented JRPG in order to reignite the passion of old school turn based combat.

We are grateful for all the support and are looking for your feedback on what kind of additional content (classes, spells,
characters) you want us to add in the game.
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Game is enjoyable but way to easy and way to expensive for how much gameplay there is .. Quality game, spectacular
soundtrack. This game is worth getting a copy of, with the soundtrack.. Imagine Xcom but in real time and in WW2.
Currently in need of more players but the game itself is good.. Why do people hate this game? It's a fan made mod, it does its
job of entertaining you for about half an hour, and probably one of the better made mods of seen since it doesnt rely on a
complete ghost town of a multiplayer mode. Give it the try, you will enjoy it if you remember you're playing a mod and not a
fully fledged game from Valve.. Controls are a litte odd, but besides that everything seems in order!. im not happy about the
lack of races and there was no campign. Gashlycrumb Tinies: The Video Game.. Enjoyable puzzle games with pretty decent
variations on a solid core concept, some gameplay in the video below

https://youtu.be/4AWKkLg_o-w. It is not worth the $10 USA. There is supposed to be some "special menu" where I would get
different weapons - not in this version. Just... I was not "feeling" it with this. Hopefully I will get better results with the next one.
I did appreciate the computer guys I could easily send around the corner and die for me so I didn't have to. That was great..
Good tower defense game. It can be challenging at times, like it should be. Bought during the steam summer sale. 8/10
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It's pretty interesting, haven't played it indepth yet but shows lots of promise.. Star ruler is truly one of the best strategy games i
have played in a while..... the colonisation is fun as well as the building......if you just want to build and command ships you can
as you can set the AI to build your worlds for you......all the mundane tasks like telling your ships to refuel is also controled by
the AI giving you more time to play around with your tech and take over the galaxy. all in all i give it a 4/5. I hate to give this a
negative rating, because of the higher quality of the sequels. Reduction in price by a dollar, or a quality polish, or a small
extension might make it more desirable. It's very harsh on the eyes, at least with that initial strobe light. The sound is also
abrasive. The puzzles weren't bad, and I love having to duck\/crawl and having the evil walls change on you. Yet, just as it seems
to get good, it's over. If you just bought energy drinks and a $20 steam card at the drugstore, and you're on the prowl for escape
room games, get the cabin sequel. A gem for a indie bundle, though. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GjeKdrpFNQo. I
didn't even realise this was a DLC, I natrually assumed it was (and should have been) in the base game. Don't buy this game in
2019. I remember seeing this game in 2015 and revisited it now because I thought it would have a few years of development
since then. It is very clear that this game will be in early access forever and it still has glaring issues. The main levels drag on the
dumbest tutorial that assumes every player is ten years old for way too long.. The game is about 30 minutes long and has a small
small assortment of characters. None of which really have backstories or explain their motivation. The plot is very very linear
even for a choice of game, and it seems much more like your decisions in the last 2 minutes (literally) are all that really do
anything.

This game feels a bit cash grabby compared to the others unfortunately. The few well written pages it has isn't really worth
going through the rest of the game.

Also I could be wrong, but didn't some previous choice of games have a save feature? It's pretty irritating how in the plot of this
game you can just flat out die very easily in the last 2 or 3 choices and then you need to restart the entire story over.

Worst of all, I think this game still suffers from the normal issues these games have had for years. When you are given choices,
it's best to just focus all your choices into benefitting stats, which severely limits you trying to roleplay a character.

For example, let's say there's a guy who is being held at gunpoint.

I can either A. Walk away from the situation and get nothing.

I can B. Try to sneak up and take the muggers by surprise. Which increases my stealth.

Or C. Join the muggers and get a cut of the money.

If the character I made fits more into the type A scenario, then they'll be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed for later story moments
that might require skills or money. And picking option C for the money is pointless since money is a useless stat, because these
games are absolutely full of useless stats.

These games were fun choose your own adventure books when they first started coming out, but they just don't seem to be
improving them very much.
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